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Guide



Link to EEN2EIC Tool: 
https://een2eic-tool.eu



Click here to 
enter platform



To create new account please choose the 
option “Create new account” and fulfill the 
requested nodes 

Organization ID can be found from 
https://een.ec.europa.eu/
Next slides shows where would 
extract the information

https://een.ec.europa.eu/


Select “Network Directory”



Select “Network Directory”

Search by the name you have registered in the EEN platform

Click at consortium ID to 
find “Contract number” 
and “ Consortium Name”



“Contract Number”

“Consortium Name”



Enter “Contract Number” 

Enter “Consortium Name” Found from 
“Network Directory 

of EEN” 

Click to accept “Terms and Conditions”, click “Create 
new Account”. Soon will receive a confirmation email 
from the administrator of the platform.



For those already having a user 
name and password, please 

select the option Log in 



There are 3 steps 
forward after you 
have created an 
account that you 
have to fulfill as 
to create a case.
Click “Add Case” 



Click “Add case” 
To name a company

Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory



After have created a
Case in the previous 
step and is named 
the company, the 
name of the 
company will be 
appeared in “My 
Cases”.
Three steps have to 
be completed.
01. “Company Registration”
02. “Action Plan”
03. “Reporting”



01 step. “Company 
Registration”



01 step. “Company 
Registration”
• Objectives (1/4)



01 step. “Company 
Registration”
• Company’s 

information (2/4)

Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory



Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory

01 step. “Company 
Registration”
• Company’s information 

(3/4)

In all above cases (Woman led, 
Widening county, Associated 
country), answering at least one YES 
+ answering YES to the question  
“Does the company intend to apply 
for the EIC Accelerator” and click 
NEXT, will be driven to “Diagnostic 
Results” …(see next slide)



Provide the Diagnostic 
results of the EIC AI 
diagnostic tool *(4/4)

*The ratings provided are neither an evaluation or a scoring of 
the  proposal. Therefore the ratings should not be taken as an 
indicator of how the proposal will be assessed by the external 
independent experts. However, it is strongly recommended to 
be used as an indicator during the needs assessment stage.

These ratings simply highlight the degree of proximity of the 
proposal in relation to other incremental and breakthrough 
projects – including and in particular “blue sky” research and 
technology development projects such as ERC’s and FET/EIC 
Pathfinder’s.

Please note that as an innovation project, the proposal is 
generally not expected to generate new scientific knowledge 
or invent a new technology (it may be the case, but not as a 
general rule). Rather, the Accelerator supports innovations 
building on technologies (breakthrough or incremental), that 
have the potential to disrupt existing markets or create new 
ones, and that could scale up at European and global levels.

Upload a screen shot of 
the results from EIC AI 
diagnostic tool 
(mandatory action)

https://accelerator.eismea.eu/a/diagnostic


In case of choosing NO (for EIC 
Accelerator), an extra question will 
be appeared regarding “Seal of 
Excellence hold/funding”. 
Whether pick YES, it is mandatory 
to fulfill EUROQUITY URL.
Picking NO, the questionnaire, 
continuous to  “Diagnostic Results”

https://www.euroquity.com/en/home


Proceed to the 
second step 
(Register Company, Action Plan, 
Reporting) 

selecting the 
“Action Plan”. 
Three slides are 
following. (1/3)

Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory



Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory

“Action Plan” 
….2/3



Every field with 
(*) must fulfill.
It is mandatory

At “Save Draft” you can modify the application 
also in a later stage. When the application is in 
final version click “Submit” for final submission.

Finalize “Action Plan” 
….3/3



Choose company’s name 
to proceed at “Action 
Plan” and clicked “Next”



There are three options 
of company’s type.
It can be chosen only 
one at the time.
Choosing one of Group 
A and B are following 
the same questions 
after clicked Next

….following slide



Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory

For Group A and B 
are following the 
same questions after 
clicked Next



Every field with (*) 
must fulfill.
It is mandatory

ONLY for choosing Group C 
are following the present 
questions after clicked Next

More than one 
could be chose



When the three steps are well 
submitted, will be appeared 
highlighted in Green color


